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National Security Decision MeITloranduITl 102 

TO:	 The Memb e r s of the National Security Council 
The Attorney General 
The Director, Ar-ms Control and Disa r marnent Agency 
The Director of Central Intelligence 

SUBJECT:	 Instructions for Strategic A rITlS Lirni.tatlons Talks 
At Vienna (SALT IV) 

After careful consideration of the issues set forth in the National 
Security Council Meeting on March 8, the President has rnade the 
following de cis ions. 

Part I 

The United States Delegation should begin discus sions in Vienna by 
a tt.ernpttng to get further arnpl.ifica tton s of the Soviet position. The 
United States Delegation should continue to negotiate along the lines 
of our August 4 proposal and in accordance with established instruc
tions as rnodified by the following directions. 

A. It should be rnade clear that the United States cannot accept 
a separate A BM a g r eernerit and continues to adhere to the principle 
that offensive and defensive s ys t erns mu st be linked. In this 
connection, the Chief of the U. S. Delegation should convey to the 
Chief of the Soviet Delegation that the United States is prepared to 
discuss the details of the ABM part of any a g r e ern.errt as a rnatte r of 
priority to facilitate continuing negotiations on offensive forces. The 
U.S. proposal	 for a cornpl.ete ban on ABMs r ernains valid and the 
U. S. Delegation should explain what this would involve for both sides. 
At the sarne ti.rne , we should discus s the r e quir errient s and constraints 
involved in an NCA s ystern (Washington and Moscow). Until there has 
been a discussion of details, we cannot choose between zero or NCA 
levels. 
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B. The Chief of the U. S. Delegation is directed to propose in 
private to the Chief of the Soviet Delegation that the ABM portion of 
the agreement take into account existing systems or systems under 
construction. In this connection, the U. S. proposes limiting the 
U. S. to the authorized Safeguard defense of its retaliatory capability 
(e.g., four sites) and limiting the Soviets to the existing Moscow defense. 

C. The Chief of the U.S. Delegation is instructed to discuss in 
private the concept of a time limit on the agreement by pointing out 
the withdrawal and review provision in our proposal and probing 
Soviet views on the manner of dealing with the duration of an agreement. 

D. The U. S. Delegation is authorized to agree to including U S.0 

B-52 bombers in storage within the aggregate only in exchange for 
Soviet agreement to include all bombers, however configured, of 
types included in the agreement. 

E. The Delegation is authorized to respond as follows to the 
Soviet proposal of November 13 to ban strategic ballistic missiles on 
the seabeds: "The U. S. and USSR would undertake not to develop 
ballistic missile launchers for use on, nor to deploy such launchers 
on, the seabed within the l2-mile seabed zone or on the beds of 
internal waters, that is, waters between the baseline of the territorial 
sea and the coast and waters landward of the coast, including lakes 
and rivers. This prohibition would apply to the emplanting or 
emplacing of any ballistic missile launchers on the seabed or waterbed, 
or in the subsoil thereof, including ballistic missile launchers carried 
by vehicles which can navigate only when in contact with the seabed 
or waterbed. II 

F. In discus sing ways to increase the reliability and reduce the 
vulnerability of the Washington-Moscow direct communications link, 
the U. S. position is as follows: 
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1. Provision should be made for multiple terminals on 
each side; 

2. Provision should be made for at least one communication 
link which would be independent of third countries. The Delegation 
should propose a primary link using Inte1sat, while retaining the 
existing link as backup; 

3. A joint U.S. -USSR technical study should be undertaken 
to assess the desirability over the longer term of developing and 
deploying a joint communication satellite system designed to provide 
an optimum Washington-Moscow direct communications link. 

Any Soviet proposal for the establishment of additional 
communication links dependent on third countries should be referred 
to Washington for further study. 

G. The Delegation is also authorized to discus s informally the 
following additional modifications to the U. S. proposal. 

When the Delegation has determined informally the nature 
of a quid pro quo which the Soviets appear willing or likely to accept 
in return for the modification, the tradeoff must then be approved in 
Washington. 

1. Drop the 1,710 sub-limit on missiles and raise the
 
aggregate to 2, 000.
 

2. Simplify corollary constraints on silo modifications
 
so that the intent is clearly stated and silo diameter and depth in

creases are the only modification specifically prohibited, and by
 
eliminating the associated list of indicators.
 

3. Subject to agreement on procedures for dismantling,
 
destruction and consultation, drop the provisions for advance notifi 

cation of:
 

a. Deployment of new bomber types; 

b. Deployment of new types of non-ICBM land-mobile
 
ballistic missile systems;
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c. Deployment of new SAM systems; 

d. Substitution of mis sile launchers or heavy bombers • 

. 4. Drop the requirement for advance notice of ABM R&D 
flight te s ts , 

5. Drop explicit reference in the list of duties of the propo sed 
Joint Commission which allows one party to "request" selective direct 
observation. However, the reference to invitational inspections would 
remain. 

Part II 

A. The Delegation is directed to exert maximum effort to achieve 
progress in the talks on the basis of the August 4 proposals as modified 
by the provisions of Part I of this memorandum. In the event it 
becomes apparent after approximately four weeks that adequate 
progress cannot be made, the President will be prepared to entertain 
recommendations for alternative approaches. At that time the 
President will consider such modifications as reducing the number of 
Safeguard sites for the D. S. and increasing the modern, large ballistic 
mis sile limit to take into account the current status of Soviet 
deployments. 

B. Previous directives concerning the privacy of the talks and 
public comment on them are reaffirmed. The President directs that 
any comment concerning prospects for agreement be strictly confined 
to the Pr-e s identt s statements in his Press Conference of March 4, 
1971. 

/, 

fHenry PI. 

cc: The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
The	 Senior Members, D. S. Delegation
 

to the Strategic Arms Limitations Talks
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